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GLAXOSMITHKLINE (GSK) has pioneered 
a model of true open partnership with 
academia through the Tres Cantos Open 
Lab Foundation, a ground-breaking 

PPP initiative set up at GSK’s dedicated DDW 
research facility at Tres Cantos in Madrid. Since its 
inception in 2011, the Tres Cantos Open Lab 
Foundation has managed more than 50 projects 
of drug discovery efforts against tuberculosis, 
malaria and kinetoplastid diseases (including 
trypanosomiasis, ie, African sleeping sickness 
and Chagas disease, and leishmaniasis). It is the 

world’s first open laboratory to investigate diseases 
of the developing world. 

By combining the resources of GSK with 
the dedication and focus of external partners, 
world-class scientists can test ideas and develop 
new tools and assets working hand-to-hand with 
GSK scientists on an industrial scale. Infrastructure 
technologies that make this possible are shared 
among an internal staff of 150 dedicated scientists 
and 15-20 concurrent visiting scientists, working in 
partnership with key stakeholders and institutions 
in the field (Figure 1). Research data must be 
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secure, but to facilitate productive collaboration it 
must also be accessible in real time from around 
the world.

The Open Lab Foundation aims to stimulate 
collaboration by giving external academic 
partners access to GSK compounds, infrastructure 
and drug discovery expertise. It hopes to 
accelerate developments in DDW research 
areas spanning target discovery and validation, 
compound screening, and lead identification 
and optimisation. Critically, the end point is 
not commercial return, but the development of 
drugs and the provision of access to healthcare 
for populations with the greatest need. It is an 
approach that encompasses free access to GSK 
resources and know-how (the Open Lab), sharing 
data and compounds with the global research 
community (Open Source), and flexibility with IP 
(Patent Pool).

Optimising data management
Collaboration between GSK and multiple partners 
on this scale presents significant challenges 
in relation to data management. All too often, 
the exchange of information within the research 
community takes place through PDF, Excel or other 
flat files, which offer no context, cannot be properly 
mined, interrogated, or analysed, and end up in 
data silos as ‘dead data’. The information challenge 
is compounded when organisations carry out 
collaborative research, or work with outsourcing 
partners who need to share, compare and combine 
disparate data, but remain confident of data 
security and integrity.

To optimise data management, collaborative 
consortia need a flexible and user-friendly 
informatics infrastructure that can underpin data 
entry, handling and storage, without compromising 
security. Ease of data input, data query, retrieval 
and visualisation, as well as optimised data 
tracking, exchange, integrity and security, are 

critical on the list of ‘must haves’, as is the ability 
to manage both biological and chemical data.

GSK’s kinetoplastid programme at the DDW 
site, as an example, is centred on the discovery 
of innovative medicines against leishmaniasis, 
Chagas disease and sleeping sickness. In 2015, 
GSK made a new set of 592 compounds publicly 
available as an open resource for drug discovery 
against kinetoplastid diseases.1 The chemical 
structures and biological annotation are 
published in open access journals and databases. 
Likewise, the kinetoplastid chemical box, aka 
Tres Cantos Anti-Kinetoplastid Screening (TCAKS), 
is available on request to external collaborators 
who agree with the ultimate objective of publishing 
emerging data in the public domain. It is expected 
that the information disclosed so far, plus that 
generated by the investigators testing the 
compounds, will enable the scientific community 
to address relevant research questions and seed 
lead discovery programmes that eventually deliver 
innovative treatments for these important, but 
neglected, diseases.

With this aim, the Kinetoplastid Discovery 
Performance Unit (DPU) of GSK selected 
Collaborative Drug Discovery’s CDD Vault 
(CDDVault.com) as its repository for all the 
TCAKS-related data generated internally and 
through its partnerships with external global 
collaborators. Because this is a hosted, software as 
a service (SaaS) solution, participating researchers 
around the world can input, interrogate and mine 
shared project data and assay results from any 
web browser (Figure 2). This kind of hosted solution 
avoids challenging firewall navigation, scales 
automatically as the projects grow, and saves 
internal resources for scientific research rather than 
IT setup, maintenance and upgrades.

The information will be stored for collaborators 
to explore and analyse from anywhere in the world, 
secured by two-factor authentication. This will 
give the global research community new insights 
into the diseases, their targets and potential drug 
compounds, regardless of who has made the 
discoveries. Establishing multiple open partnerships 
and making data publicly available will hopefully 
speed drug discovery and development for DDW, 
reduce failure rate, and leverage new opportunities 
for collaborative R&D.

Each partnership is structured in a three-tier 
hierarchy that defines the exposure of resulting data. 
Initially, assay results and other data are stored and 
shared bilaterally between only the originator and 
GSK. Through the second tier of the agreement, the 
data can be promoted and made accessible to other 
partners within the community of TCAKS requesters. 
Finally, when the originator is happy to do so, the 
data are made public – the third data tier – which is 
the overarching goal of all the partnerships.

FIGURE 1
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Controlling data sharing
A major benefi t is that the CDD Vault allows data 
sets to be shared exclusively with select individuals, 
but when approved by the parties involved, vaults 
of data can be promoted to wider audiences, or 
even open publication. Furthermore, because it is 
hosted in the cloud, it removes the need to shuttle 
data across fi rewalls, eliminating the chance of 
inappropriate access to in-house, proprietary 
research data. The exchange of data between GSK 
and the partners remains silent and secure until the 
partners agree that they want to release it.

Critically, this approach allows GSK to maintain 
all compounds, biological annotations and data 
from internal and external principal investigators 
in a single repository. Researchers can interrogate 
the database retrospectively, not just for their 
own data, but for results and data submitted and 
released by other partners, with confi dentiality 
maintained. The initiative’s external collaborating 
scientists have embraced the concept of sharing 
their data with other authorised researchers for the 
benefi t of the DDW research community.

Having data available in a single repository 
also makes it easier to ensure that research is not 
being repeated by diff erent external collaborators. 
The Kinetoplastid DPU, as administrator, can 
mine the CDD Vault to detect overlapping research, 
even at the proposal stage, and this opens up 

the potential to put researchers who are working 
in similar areas in contact with each other.

The goal of GSK with respect to the Kineto Boxes 
is to make experimental data publicly available 
and help springboard drug development for 
DDWs. Publication by external partners is thus 
a measure of the success of the initiative, which 
is already starting to bear fruit. Data emerging 
from the programme are now being presented 
at conferences by principal investigators, and 
the fi rst peer-reviewed paper on the analysis 
of GSK’s kinetoplastid compound set has been 
published.2 This has been a very encouraging 
milestone, which will hopefully be followed by many 
more publications.

The DDW site of GSK and Tres Cantos Open 
Lab Foundation provide an innovative solution 
to further the collaborative process of drug 
discovery for neglected diseases. In addition to 
supplying the community with research facilities, 
compound sets, funding, and expertise, they also 
provide an essential informatics framework that 
makes storing, analysing, searching, and sharing 
of critical research results possible. Continued 
success will drive new collaborations, underpin 
additional fundraising to further accelerate R&D 
in the DDW fi eld, and aid the development of 
eff ective, safe drugs for some of the world’s most 
devastating diseases. 
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FIGURE 2 LEFT: CDD Vault 
provides a web 
interface that GSK 
Kinetoplastid DPU uses 
to share, manage, and 
analyse data with its 
collaborating partners
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